
Foundation of Strategy Notes 
 
Chapter 1 – Introducing Strategy  

Ø Strategy first was used in HR – strategy is 
about competition – it is about gaining 
advantage – bottom-line is profit  

Ø Porter is about – if you have an advantage 
you have a strategy – it’s not even about 
being good it’s just about being better than 
the next best person 

Ø Mintzberg says Porter is wrong – followed executives – how does an executive make 
decisions – they choose the colour of the Tesla there is a bit of gut feel and focus on 
statistics – there is no competitive advantage there – you have got to look at what 
the executive is looking at – they look as past events but there is more – Porter has 
not pointed correlation between a car colour and increase in advantage  

Ø Drucker – suggests is how firms interprets its advantages – he also focuses on 
competition  

Ø Chandler – came in 1960s and had the longest running definition – there is no 
mention of competition  

Ø Strategy is defined as – long-term direction of an organisation – forward looking 
temporal element – a sense of working towards a goal 

Ø Strategies are typically measured over years, for some organisations a decade or 
more 

Ø An entity consisting of and embedded in a complex set of relationships 
Ø Fundamental goals that the organisation seeks, which reflect the stated mission, 

vision and objectives 
Ø The scope or domain of the organisation’s activities 
Ø The particular advantages or capabilities it has to deliver all of 

these 
Ø Horizon 1 businesses need defending and extending, but the 

expectation is that in the long term they will likely be flat or 
declining in terms of profits 

Ø Horizon 2 businesses are emerging activities that should 
provide new sources of profit 

Ø Horizon 3 possibilities, for which nothing is sure. These are typically risky Research & 
Development projects, start-up ventures, test-market pilots – this will generate 
profits in a few-years than in the present time  

Ø Sometimes a strategic direction only emerges as a coherent pattern over time. 
Typically, however, managers and entrepreneurs try to set the direction of their 
strategy according to long-term objectives 

Ø Organisations involve many relationships, both internally and externally. This is 
because organisations typically have many internal and external stakeholders 

Ø A mission statement aims to provide employees and stakeholders with clarity about 
what the organisation is fundamentally there to do 

Ø A vision statement is concerned with the future the organisation seeks to create 
Ø Objectives are statements of specific outcomes that are to be achieved 



Ø Corporate-level strategy – Diversifying from the organisation’s original activities into 
other activities 

Ø Business-level strategy – Marketing and product improvement strategies   
Ø Functional strategies – are concerned with how the components of an organisation 

deliver effectively the corporate- and business-level strategies in terms of resources, 
processes and people 

Ø The strategic position is concerned with the impact on strategy of the macro 
environment and industry environment, the organisation’s strategic capability 
(resources and competences), and the organisation’s stakeholders and culture 

Ø Macro-environment – can be seen through PESTEL analysis 
Ø Industry environment. At the industry level of analysis, competitors, suppliers and 

customers present challenges to an organisation 
Ø The second fundamental question is: how can an organisation manage industry 

forces 
Ø Strategic capability. Each organisation has its own strategic capabilities, made up of 

its resources (e.g. machines and buildings) and competences (e.g. technical and 
managerial skills) 

Ø The third fundamental question on capability regards the organisation’s strengths 
and weaknesses 

Ø Stakeholders are the many actors who hold a ‘stake’ in the future of every 
organisation 

Ø Strategic choices involve the options for strategy in terms of both the directions in 
which strategy might move and the methods by which strategy might be pursued 

Ø Business strategy and models – strategic choices in terms of how the organisation 
seeks to compete at the individual business level 

Ø Corporate strategy and diversification – in other words which businesses to include 
in the portfolio. This relates to the appropriate degree of diversification, with regard 
to products offered and markets served 

Ø An important consideration for corporate-level strategy is how to manage the 
internal relationships of the group both between business units and with the 
corporate head-office 

Ø This also means that corporate strategy needs to be concerned with which method 
to use for growth: whether to buy another company, ally or go it alone by using its 
own resources to develop internally 

Ø Managing strategy in action is about how strategies are formed and how they are 
implemented 

Ø Structuring an organisation to support successful performance. A key question here 
is how centralised or structured should the organisational structure be. Structure 
matters for who is in charge and who is accountable 

Ø Systems are required to control the way in which strategy is implemented. Planning 
and performance systems are important to getting things done. The issue here is 
how to ensure that strategies are implemented according to plan 

Ø Leading strategic change is typically an important part of putting strategy into action. 
How should change be led? Here key questions include the speed and 
comprehensiveness of change 

Ø Rational-analytic view sees strategy development as a linear, planned process, 
typically led by top management. 



Ø The emergent view sees strategy development as incremental adaptation, often 
inspired by actions low down in the organisation 

Ø A strategy statement should cover an organisation’s goals, scope of activities, and 
the advantages or capabilities it brings to these goals and activities 

 
  



Chapter 2 – Macro-Environmental Analysis  
Ø The business environment creates both opportunities and threats for organisations 
Ø The macro- environment consists of broad environmental factors that impact to a 

greater or lesser extent many organisations, industries and 
sectors. 

Ø The further out you go the less causality you have – as with 
Covid-19 there are major changes – while if one competitor 
leaves you can predict how much market share you will gain  

Ø Non-market are government influences and decisions  
Ø Megatrends – trends that are constantly observed  
Ø Weak signals – help you read the situation – you notice when 

things turn bad  
Ø Forecasting is a prediction emphasis – given this data this 

outcome will happen  
Ø Scenario analysis – focuses on learning-emphasis – using past 

scenarios to learn from the mistake – what will we do if this happens  
Ø PESTEL stands for political, economic, social, technological, ecological and legal 

factors 
Ø The market environment consists mainly of suppliers, customers and competitors 
Ø Here companies typically compete for resources, revenues and profits. Pricing and 

innovation are often key strategies here 
Ø Key participants in the non-market environment include non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs), politicians, government departments, regulators, political 
activists, campaign groups and the media.  

Ø In the non-market environment, organisations need to build reputation, 
connections, influence and legitimacy 

Ø Lobbying, public relations, networking and collaboration are key non-market 
strategies 

 
Politics 

Ø The role of the state: in many countries and sectors, the state is often 
important as a direct economic actor, for instance as a customer, 
supplier, owner or regulator of businesses 

Ø Exposure to civil society organisations: civil society comprises a whole 
range of organisations that are liable to raise political issues, including 
political lobbyists, campaign groups, social media or traditional media 

 
Economics  

Ø Macro-economic factors such as currency exchange rates, interest rates and 
fluctuating economic growth rates around the world 

Ø A key concept for analysing macro-economic trends is the economic cycle. Despite 
the possibility of unexpected shocks, economic growth rates have an underlying 
tendency to rise and fall in regular cycles 

Ø For example, severe downturns in economic growth are often followed by falls in 
interest rates and exchange rates 



Ø During cyclical upturns, managers should always be asking themselves when 
prosperity is likely to end, in order to prepare for lower growth and possible 
cutbacks.  

Ø During cyclical downturns, managers should not assume permanent austerity, but 
may choose to protect some resources (for instance production capacity or training 
budgets) that could help in taking prompt advantage of a cyclical upturn 

Ø Discretionary spend industries: where purchasers can easily put off their spending 
for a year or so, there tend to be strong cyclical effects 

Ø High fixed cost industries: industries such as airlines, hotels and steel suffer from 
eco- nomic downturns because high fixed costs in plant, equipment or labour tend to 
encourage competitive price-cutting to ensure maximum capacity utilisation when 
demand is low 

 
Social 

Ø Demographics – aging population provides higher demand for elderly products but 
lower supply of young labour  

Ø Distribution: changes in wealth distribution influence the relative sizes of markets 
Ø Geography: industries and markets can be concentrated in particular locations 
Ø Similarly, industries often form ‘clusters’ in particular locations thus, there are high 

concentrations of scientists and engineers in California’s Silicon Valley 
Ø Culture: changing cultural attitudes can also raise strategic challenges 
Ø Dense networks are often described 5 as ‘small worlds.’ Small worlds exist where the 

large majority of a network’s members is closely connected 
Ø Hubs connect many members in networks and can become powerful if individual 

members have to go via them in order to be in touch with other members of the 
network 

Ø Venture capital companies in Silicon Valley can be powerful hubs, as they can 
introduce diverse investors to many different entrepreneurial investment 
opportunities 

 
Technology  

Ø The macro-environment is liable to be subject to occasional waves of ‘disruptive 
innovation’, technological innovations liable to change longstanding relationships in 
industries and society more broadly 

Ø Research & development budgets: innovative firms, sectors or countries can be 
identified by the extent of spending on research 

Ø Patenting activity: firms active in patenting new technologies can be identified on 
national patent registers 

Ø Citation analysis: the potential impact of patents and scientific papers on technology 
can be measured by the extent to which they are widely cited by other organisations 

Ø New product announcements: organisations typically publicise their new product 
plans 

Ø through press releases and similar media. 
Ø Media coverage: specialist technology and industry media will cover stories of the 

latest or impending technologies 
Ø Western Europe accounts for 34 per cent of the scientific papers, but just 9 per cent 

of the patents 



Ø China accounts for 40 per cent of the patents and Samsung is the single firm with the 
largest number of patents 

 
Ecological  

Ø Environmental regulations can impose additional costs, for example pollution 
controls, but they can also be a source of opportunity 

Ø Direct pollution obligations minimising the production of pollutants in the first place. 
Having clean processes for supply, production and distribution 

Ø Product stewardship here might involve responsibility for the ecological impact of 
external suppliers or final end-users. It will also involve responsibility for what 
happens to products at ‘end of life’ 

Ø Sustainable development – making sure the product can be produced indefinitely in 
the future  

 
Legal  
These can cover a wide range of topics: for example, labour, environmental and consumer 
regulation; taxation and reporting requirements; and rules on 
ownership, competition and corporate governance 

Ø Macro-environmental trends can be forecast according 
to different levels of uncertainty, from single-point, 
through ranges to multiple-futures.  

Ø A PESTEL analysis helps identify key drivers of change, 
which need to address in strategy – alternative scenarios 
can be constructed around key drivers 

 
Forecasting 

Ø Single-point forecasting is where organisations have such confidence about the 
future that they will provide just one forecast number 

Ø Range forecasting is where organisations have less 
certainty, suggesting a range of possible outcomes 

Ø These different outcomes may be expressed with 
different degrees of probability, with a central 
projection identified as the most probable 

Ø Alternative futures forecasting typically involves even less certainty, focusing on a 
set of possible yet distinct futures 

Ø Megatrends are large-scale political, economic, social, technological, ecological or 
legal movements that are typically slow to form, but which influence many other 
activities and views, possibly over decades 

Ø Inflexion points are moments when trends shift in direction, for instance turning 
sharply upwards or downwards 

Ø Weak signals are advanced signs of future trends and are particularly helpful in 
identifying inflexion points 

 
Scenario Analysis  

Ø Scenarios offer plausible alternative views of how the macro-environment might 
develop in the future, typically the long-term 

CHAPTER 2 MACRO-ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS
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Figure 2.5 Forecasting under conditions of uncertainty
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trends (for instance the increase in the elderly within a particular population) lend them-
selves to these kinds of forecasting, at least in the short-term. They are also often attractive 
to organisations because they are easy to translate into budgets: a single sales forecast 
figure is useful for motivating managers and for holding them accountable.

t� Range forecasting is where organisations have less certainty, suggesting a range of pos-
sible outcomes. These different outcomes may be expressed with different degrees of 
probability, with a central projection identified as the most probable (the darkest shaded 
area in Figure!2.5ii), and then a range of more remote outcomes given decreasing degrees 
of likelihood (the more lightly shaded areas). These forecasts are often called ‘fan charts’, 
because the range of outcomes ‘fans out’ more widely over time, reflecting growing uncer-
tainty over the longer-term. These ‘fan charts’ are often used in economic forecasting, for 
example economic growth rates or inflation.

t� Alternative futures forecasting typically involves even less certainty, focusing on a set of 
possible yet distinct futures. Instead of a continuously graduated range of likelihoods, 
alternative futures are discontinuous: they happen or they do not, with radically different 
outcomes (see Figure!2.5iii). These alternatives might result from fundamental policy 
decisions. For example, for a country facing possible exit from a currency union (for 
instance the euro), outcome A might reflect the consequences for growth or unemploy-
ment of staying in the union; outcome B might reflect the consequences of exiting the 
union; and outcome C would be a further alternative outcome, consequent on a decision 
that followed the initial decision pointing towards outcome B (for instance, to adopt 
trade barriers as well as to exit the currency union). For a business, outcome A might 
represent expected sales if a competitor business did not invest in a new machine or simi-
lar capacity; outcome B is a consequence of the competitor making that investment; and 
outcome C is a consequence of the competitor both making that investment and then 
slashing prices to make full use of the new capacity. It is possible to put probabilities to 
each of these outcomes too: for example, outcome A might have a 40 per cent probability, 
while outcomes B and C would be 30 per cent each. These kinds of alternative futures 
are often fed into scenario analyses (see Section!2.4), though not as simple forecasts.
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Ø Defining scenario scope is an important first step in the process. Scope refers to the 
subject of the scenario 
analysis and the time span 

Ø Identifying the key drivers 
for change comes next. Here 
PESTEL analysis can be used 
to uncover issues likely to have a major impact upon the future of the industry, 
region or market 

Ø Monitor progress: once the various scenarios are drawn up, organisations should 
monitor progress over time, to alert themselves to whether and how developments 
actually fit scenario expectations 

 
  



Chapter 3 – Industry and Sector Analysis 
Ø An industry is a group of firms producing products and services that are essentially 

the same 
Ø A market is a group of customers for specific products or services that are essentially 

the same 
Ø Porter’s Five Forces Framework helps to analyse an industry and 

identify the attractiveness of it in terms of five competitive forces 
(i) extent of rivalry between competitors 
(ii) threat of entry 
(iii) threat of substitutes 
(iv) power of buyers  
(v) power of suppliers 

Ø Porter’s main message is that where the five forces are high and strong, 
industries are not attractive to compete in 

 
Competitive Rivalry  

Ø At the center of Five Forces analysis is the rivalry between the existing players – 
‘incumbents’ – in an industry. The more competitive rivalry there is, the worse it is 
for incumbents 

Ø Competitor concentration and balance. Where competitors are numerous or of 
roughly equal size or power there is the danger of intensely rivalrous behaviour as 
competitors attempt to gain dominance over others 

Ø Industry growth rate – in situations of high growth markets have time for growth, 
while in decline growth comes at the expense of rivals 

Ø High fixed costs. Industries with high fixed costs, perhaps because they require high 
investments in capital equipment or initial research, tend to be highly rivalrous 

Ø High exit barriers. The existence of high barriers to exit – in other words, closure or 
disinvestment – tends to increase rivalry, especially in declining industries 

Ø Low differentiation. In a commodity market, where products or services are poorly 
differentiated, rivalry is increased because there is little to stop customers switching 
between competitors and the only way to compete is on price 

 
Threat of entry  

Ø How easy it is to enter the industry influences the degree of competition. The 
greater the threat of entry, the worse it is for incumbents in an industry 

Ø Barriers to entry are the factors that need to be overcome by new entrants if they 
are to compete in an industry 

Ø Scale and experience. In some industries, economies of scale are extremely 
important 

Ø Once incumbents have reached large-scale production, it will be very expensive for 
new entrants to match them and until they reach a similar volume they will have 
higher unit costs 

Ø Barriers to entry also come from experience curve effects that give incumbents a 
cost advantage because they have learnt how to do things more efficiently than an 
inexperienced new entrant could possibly do 

Ø Network effects as buyers’ value being in a ‘network’ of a large number of other 
customers 

3.2 THE COMPETITIVE FORCES
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3.2.1 Competitive rivalry

At the centre of Five Forces analysis is the rivalry between the existing players – ‘incumbents’ 
– in an industry. The more competitive rivalry there is, the worse it is for incumbents. Com-
petitive rivals are organisations aiming at the same customer groups and with similar prod-
ucts and services (i.e. not substitutes). In the European airline industry, Air France and 
British Airways® are rivals; high-speed trains are a ‘substitute’ (see below). Five factors tend 
to define the extent of rivalry in an industry or market:

t� Competitor concentration and balance. Where competitors are numerous or of roughly 
equal size or power there is the danger of intensely rivalrous behaviour as competitors 
attempt to gain dominance over others, through aggressive price cuts for example. Con-
versely, less rivalrous industries tend to have one or two dominant organisations, with 
the smaller players reluctant to challenge the larger ones directly (e.g. by focusing on 
niches to avoid the ‘attention’ of the dominant companies).

Figure 3.2 The Five Forces Framework
Source: Adapted from Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors, The Free Press, by 
Michael E. Porter, copyright © 1980, 1998 by The Free Press. All rights reserved.
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